Sealed Sterilization Container

Why ONE TRAY®?

Surgical facilities across the country are being asked to do MORE with LESS,
such as processing more instrumentation with less staff. ONE TRAY® is the
solution that allows facilities to meet these demands head on while
not compromising patient safety.

Value

Tremendous cost savings over blue wrap and
traditional rigid containers.

Efficiency

Process loaner, consignment, & high turn hospital
owned instrumentation in a fraction of the
time it takes with blue wrap or traditional rigid
containers.

Innovative

Unique features provide unmatched sterility
maintenance.

Safety

One Standard of Care by eliminating the need
for Immediate Use Steam Sterilization (IUSS).

Regulatory & Standards Compliance

The patented ONE TRAY® system is 510(k)
cleared, and follows the recommended practices/
guidelines outlined by AAMI and AORN.

Lifetime Warranty: ONE TRAY® Sealed

Sterilization Containers are guaranteed for the life
of the product to be free of functional defects in
workmanship and materials when used normally
as recommended for their intended purpose in
conjunction with ONE TRAY® filters, tamper evident
locks, and deck plate.

Go Green: ONE TRAY® significantly reduces water

consumption from sterilizers, and eliminates the waste
associated with wrapping instrumentation.

Changing Sterilization ONE TRAY® at a time.
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Sealed Sterilization Container

Features and Benefits
Processed more sets in shorter amount of time

$
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Minimize effect of operating room schedule changes
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Eliminate headaches due to blue wrap tears and wet packs
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2, 30, 180, and 365 day event related shelf life performance testing
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Eliminate reprocessing due wet packs
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Eliminate IUSS/”FLASH”
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Reduce sterilization process time to an average of 20 minutes
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Reduce need to cancel/reschedule cases
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Reduce redundant instrumentation
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Decrease labor from wrapping instrumentation
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Less energy and water consumed by sterilizers
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Decrease O.R. wait time ($75 - $200 per minute)
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Decrease SPD/CS wait time on sterilizers
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Less waste from disposal of wraps - Green Technology
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Lifetime Warranty

$

Increase Efficiency

$
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Save Money

Save
$ Time

The validated performance of ONE TRAY® is in affect ONLY with the exclusive use of ONE TRAY® components,
filters, and tamper locks. Always follow device manufacturers sterilization exposure parameters.
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